Lactodyne toothpaste vs. Popular toothpaste brands: which one is safe to brush our teeth with?
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ABSTRACT

When we thought it was safe to brush our teeth with our trusted and popular tooth paste brands, we couldn’t seem to avoid harmful cancer-causing chemicals. Harmful ingredients such as triclosan and sodium lauryl sulphate are present in almost all popular toothpaste brands and make toothpaste toxic for our health.

Triclosan is an ingredient added to toothpaste that is intended to reduce or prevent bacteria. Although triclosan has antibacterial benefits that help prevent gingivitis, this chemical has been linked to antibiotic resistance and endocrine disruption. Triclosan may also lead to skin cancer.

Endocrine-disrupting chemical triclosan is a serious health concern because it can promote several health problems, including breast, ovarian, prostate, and testicular cancer. In addition, the endocrine-disrupting chemical triclosan is linked to preterm and low birth weight babies, advanced puberty in girls, and undescended testicles in boys.

Clinical studies have shown that exposure to high doses of triclosan may disrupt thyroid function. Sodium lauryl sulfate, another ingredient in toothpaste also known as sodium laureth chemicals, is a surfactant or wetting agent that is added to toothpaste to help it spread easily throughout our mouth and make it bubble and foam. Sodium laureth sulphate is also used in detergents, fabric softeners, paints, laxatives, insecticides, and more. Evidence supports the fact that sodium lauryl or laureth sulphate can cause cancer. Based on these facts, Lactodyne Toothpaste: A tooth paste with no cancer-causing agents for a healthy and beautiful smile has been developed by the R&D Center, Lactonova Nutripharm (P) Ltd., Hyderabad. The present paper reviews the role of LACTODYNE TOOTHPASTE to clean and maintain the aesthetics and health of teeth for a healthy and beautiful smile.
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Introduction:

Toothpaste is a paste or gel dentifrice used with a toothbrush to clean and maintain the aesthetics and health of teeth. Toothpaste is used to promote oral hygiene: it is an abrasive that aids in removing dental plaque and food from the teeth, assists in suppressing halitosis, and delivers active ingredients (most commonly fluoride) to help prevent tooth decay (dental caries) and gum disease.

(gingivitis). [1] Salt and sodium bicarbonate (baking soda) are among the materials that can be substituted for commercial toothpaste. Large amounts of swallowed toothpaste can be toxic. [2-3] (Fig 1)
In addition to 20%–42% water, toothpastes are derived from a variety of components, the three main ones being abrasives, fluoride, and detergents.

**Abrasives**

Abrasives constitute at least 50% of a typical toothpaste. These insoluble particles are designed to help remove plaque from the teeth. The removal of plaque and calculus prevents the accumulation of tartar and is widely claimed to help minimise cavities and periodontal disease, although the clinical significance of this benefit is debated. [4] Representative abrasives include particles of aluminium hydroxide (AlOH), calcium carbonate (CaCO3), various calcium hydrogen phosphates, various silicas and zeolites, and hydroxyapatite (Ca5(PO4)3OH).

Abrasives, like the dental polishing agents used in dentists' offices, also cause a small amount of enamel erosion, which is termed "polishing" action. Some brands contain powdered white mica, which acts as a mild abrasive and also adds a cosmetically pleasing glittery shimmer to the paste. The polishing of teeth removes stains from tooth surfaces but has not been shown to improve dental health over and above the effects of the removal of plaque and calculus. [5]

The abrasive effect of toothpaste is indicated by its RDA value. Too-high RDA values are deleterious. Some dentists recommend toothpaste with an RDA value no higher than 50 for daily use.

**Fluoride**, in various forms, is the most popular active ingredient in toothpaste to prevent cavities. Fluoride is present in small amounts in plants, animals, and some natural water sources. The additional fluoride in toothpaste has beneficial effects on the formation of dental enamel and bones. Sodium fluoride (NaF) is the most common source of fluoride, but stannous fluoride (SnF2), olaflur (an organic salt of fluoride), and sodium monofluorophosphate (Na2PO3F) are also used. Stannous fluoride has been shown to be more effective than sodium fluoride in reducing the incidence of dental caries [6] and controlling gingivitis, but it causes somewhat more surface stains. [7]
Much of the toothpaste sold has 1,000 to 1,100 parts per million of fluoride. In European countries, such as the UK or Greece, the fluoride content is often higher; a NaF content of 0.312% w/w (1,450 ppm fluoride) is common. All of these concentrations are likely to prevent tooth decay, according to a 2019 Cochrane review. [8] Concentrations below 1,000 ppm are not likely to be preventive, and the preventive effect increases with concentration. Clinical trials support the use of high fluoride dentifrices [9] as it was found to reduce the amount of plaque accumulated, decrease the number of mutans streptococci and lactobacilli, and possibly promote calcium fluoride deposits to a higher degree than after the use of traditional fluoride-containing dentifrices. [10] However, these effects must be balanced with the increased risk of harm at higher concentrations. [9]

**Surfactants**

Many toothpastes, although not all, contain sodium lauryl sulphate (SLS) or related surfactants (detergents). SLS is found in many other personal care products as well, such as shampoo, and is mainly a foaming agent, which enables uniform distribution of toothpaste, improving its cleansing power. [5]

**Other components Antibacterial agents**

Triclosan, an antibacterial agent, is a common toothpaste ingredient in the United Kingdom. Triclosan or zinc chloride prevents gingivitis and, according to the American Dental Association, helps reduce tartar and bad breath. [1, 11] A 2006 review of clinical research concluded there was evidence for the effectiveness of 0.30% triclosan in reducing plaque and gingivitis. [12] Another Cochrane review in 2013 found that triclosan achieved a 22% reduction in plaque and, in gingivitis, a 48% reduction in bleeding gums. However, there was insufficient evidence to show a difference in fighting periodontitis, and there was no evidence either of any harmful effects associated with the use of triclosan toothpastes for more than 3 years. The evidence relating to plaque and gingivitis was considered to be of moderate quality, while that for periodontitis was of low quality. [13]

**Flavorants:**

Toothpaste comes in a variety of colours and flavors intended to encourage use of the product. The three most common flavorants are peppermint, spearmint, and wintergreen. Toothpaste flavoured with peppermint-anise oil is popular in the Mediterranean region. These flavours are provided by the respective oils, e.g., peppermint oil. [5] More exotic flavours include anethole anise, apricot, bubblegum, cinnamon, fennel, lavender, neem, ginger, vanilla, lemon, orange, and pine. Alternatively, unflavored toothpastes exist.

**Remineralizers**

Hydroxyapatite nanocrystals and a variety of calcium phosphates are included in formulations for remineralization [14], i.e., the reformation of enamel

**Miscellaneous components**

Agents are added to suppress the tendency of toothpaste to dry into a powder. Included are various sugar alcohols, such as glycerol, sorbitol, or xylitol, or their related derivatives, such as 1,2-propylene glycol and polyethylene glycol. [15] Strontium chloride or potassium nitrate are included in some toothpastes to reduce sensitivity.

Two systemic meta-analysis reviews reported that arginine and calcium sodium phosphosilicate (CSPS)-containing toothpastes are also effective in alleviating dentinal hypersensitivity. [16, 17] Another randomised clinical trial found superior effects when both formulas were combined together. [18]
Sodium polyphosphate is added to minimise the formation of tartar. Another example of a component in toothpaste is Biotene, which has proven its efficiency in relieving the symptoms of dry mouth in people who suffer from xerostomia according to the results of two randomised clinical trials. [19, 20]

Chlorohexidine mouthwash has been popular for its positive effect on controlling plaque and gingivitis [21]; however, a systematic review studied the effects of chlorohexidine toothpastes and found insufficient evidence to support its use. Tooth surface discoloration was observed as a side effect upon using it, which is considered a negative side effect that can affect patients' compliance. [22]

**Xylitol:**

Some studies have demonstrated that toothpastes with xylitol as an ingredient are more effective at preventing dental caries in the permanent teeth of children than toothpastes containing fluoride alone. Furthermore, xylitol has not been found to cause any harmful effects. Further investigation into the efficacy of toothpastes containing this product is however required, as the currently available studies are of low quality and the results of such studies must be applied carefully. [23]

**Fluoride**

-Containing toothpaste can be acutely toxic if swallowed in large amounts, but instances are exceedingly rare and result from prolonged and excessive use of toothpaste (i.e., several tubes per week). [26] Approximately 15 mg/kg of body weight is the acute lethal dose, even though a small amount like 5 mg/kg may be fatal to some children. [27]

The risk of using fluoride is low enough that the use of full-strength toothpaste (1350–1500 ppm fluoride) is advised for all ages. However, smaller volumes are used for young children, for example, a smear of toothpaste until three years old. A major concern with dental fluorosis is children under 12 months ingesting excessive fluoride through toothpaste. Nausea and vomiting are also problems that might arise with topical fluoride ingestion.

**Reports**

have suggested triclosan, an active ingredient in many kinds of toothpastes, can combine with chlorine in tap water to form chloroform [30], which the United States Environmental Protection Agency classifies as a probable human carcinogen. An animal study revealed the chemical might modify hormone regulation, and many other lab studies proved bacteria might be able to develop resistance to triclosan in a way that can help them resist antibiotics as well. [31]

**Polyethylene glycol**

(PEG) is a common ingredient in some of the formulas of toothpastes; it is a hydrophilic polymer that acts as a dispersant in toothpastes. Also, it is used in many cosmetic and pharmaceutical formulas, for example: ointments, osmotic laxatives, some of the nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, other medications, and household products. [32] However, 37 cases of PEG hypersensitivity (delayed and immediate) to PEG-containing substances have been reported since 1977 [33], suggesting that they have unrecognised allergenic potential. [33]
Miscellaneous issues and debates

With the exception of toothpaste intended to be used on pets such as dogs and cats, and toothpaste used by astronauts, most toothpaste is not intended to be swallowed, and doing so may cause nausea or diarrhea. Tartar fighting toothpastes have been debated. [34] Case reports of plasma cell gingivitis have been reported with the use of herbal toothpaste containing cinnamon. [35] Sodium lauryl sulfate (SLS) has been proposed to increase the frequency of mouth ulcers in some people, as it can dry out the protective layer of oral tissues, causing the underlying tissues to become damaged. [36] In studies conducted by the university of Oslo on recurrent aphthous ulcers, it was found that SLS has a denaturing effect on the oral mucin layer, with high affinity for proteins, thereby increasing epithelial permeability. [37] In a double-blind cross-over study, a significantly higher frequency of aphthous ulcers was demonstrated when patients brushed with an SLS-containing versus a detergent-free toothpaste. Also patients with Oral Lichen Planus who avoided SLS-containing toothpaste benefited. [38, 39]

Alteration of taste perception

After using toothpaste, orange juice and other juices have an unpleasant taste. Sodium lauryl sulphate alters taste perception. It can break down phospholipids that inhibit taste receptors for sweetness, giving food a bitter taste. In contrast, apples are known to taste more pleasant after using toothpaste. [40] Distinguishing between the hypotheses that the bitter taste of orange juice results from stannous fluoride or from sodium lauryl sulphate is still an unresolved issue, and it is thought that the menthol added for flavour may also play a part in the alteration of taste perception when binding to lingual cold receptors.

Whitening toothpastes

Many toothpastes make whitening claims. Some of these toothpastes contain peroxide, the same ingredient found in tooth bleaching gels. The abrasive in these toothpastes, not the peroxide, removes the stains. [41] Whitening toothpaste cannot alter the natural colour of teeth or reverse discoloration by penetrating surface stains or decay. To remove surface stains, whitening toothpaste may include abrasives to gently polish the teeth or additives such as sodium tripolyphosphate to break down or dissolve stains. When used twice a day, whitening toothpaste typically takes two to four weeks to make teeth appear whiter. Whitening toothpaste is generally safe for daily use, but excessive use might damage tooth enamel. Teeth-whitening gels represent an alternative. [42] A recent systematic review in 2017 concluded that nearly all dentifrices that are specifically
formulated for tooth whitening were shown to have a beneficial effect in reducing extrinsic stains, irrespective of whether or not a chemical discoloration agent was added. [43] However, the whitening process can permanently reduce the strength of the teeth as it scrapes away a protective outer layer of enamel.

Fig 4 Lactodyne

Many herbal toothpastes do not contain sodium lauryl sulfate. The ingredients found in natural toothpaste Lactodyne contain activated charcoal, probiotics, sodium fluoride, and calcium carbonate. Lactodyne Toothpaste: A tooth paste with no cancer-causing agents for a healthy and beautiful smile.

According to a study by the Indian Dental Association, many of the herbal toothpastes being sold in India were adulterated with nicotine, whereas lactodyne toothpaste does not contain the habit-forming addiction carcinogen drug nicotine.

Lactodyne toothpaste with activated charcoal absorbs plaque and other compounds that strain teeth. When activated charcoal is applied to teeth, it whitens them by binding with rough materials on top of the teeth.

Lactodyne toothpaste Charcoal becomes "activated" when high temperatures are mixed with gas. This combination causes it to expand and become porous, trapping the impurities around it. It is not harmful and has proven medical benefits.
MODE OF ACTION OF PROBIOTICS IN LACTODYNE TOOTHPASTE

Tooth decay is one of the most common chronic diseases. The problem is, we've been looking at it the wrong way. For a long time, we've known it's caused by bacteria. Streptomutans are fast eaters and prefer to eat simple sugars. When you feed them sugar, they eat it and produce acids. These acids change the pH of the mouth. This pH change can result in calcium being pulled from your teeth. Streptomutans breaks your tooth open and burrows in, starting the stage of tooth decay. Streptomutans is the most recognised oral pathogen, but there are many more. They play a role in invading your tooth surface via dental plaque. This eventually causes tooth decay. Streptomutans creates an acidic, low-oxygen environment in the lesion. This fuels the decay and attracts select species of lactobacilli from food or the oral flora.

Oral Probiotics in Lactodyne: Benefits to Prevent Tooth Decay

The benefits of oral probiotics are linked to the role of oral flora in the mouth. One of the main benefits of oral probiotics is that they help maintain those defenses. They also actively fight harmful bacteria. feed and replace the other microbes in the oral flora. These "good" bugs help keep the harmful ones in check. It's all a question of balance. Providing good microflora in the mouth leads to a balance between good and bad bacteria, which leads to healthy teeth.

Summary and Conclusion

Harmful ingredients such as triclosan and sodium lauryl sulphate are present in almost all popular toothpaste brands and make toothpaste toxic for our health. Triclosan is an ingredient added to toothpaste that is intended to reduce or prevent bacteria. Although triclosan has antibacterial benefits that help prevent gingivitis, this chemical has been linked to antibiotic resistance and endocrine disruption. Triclosan may also lead to skin cancer. Endocrinedisrupting chemical triclosan is a serious health concern because it can promote several health problems, including breast, ovarian, prostate, and testicular cancer. In addition, the endocrine-disrupting chemical triclosan is linked to preterm and low birth weight babies, advanced puberty in girls, and undescended testicles in boys.

Clinical studies have shown that exposure to high doses of triclosan may disrupt thyroid function. Sodium laurel sulfate, another ingredient in toothpaste also known as sodium laureth chemicals, is a surfactant or wetting agent that is added to toothpaste to help it spread easily throughout our mouth and make it bubble and foam. Sodium laureth sulphate is also used in detergents, fabric softeners, paints, laxatives, insecticides, and more. Evidence supports the fact that sodium laurel or laureth sulphate can cause cancer.

Herbal toothpastes do not contain sodium lauryl sulfate. The ingredients found in natural toothpastes vary widely but often contain activated charcoal, probiotics, sodium fluoride, and calcium carbonate. Lactodyne toothpaste: A tooth paste with no cancer-causing agents for a healthy and beautiful smile. According to a study by the Indian Dental Association, many of the herbal toothpastes being sold in India were adulterated with nicotine, whereas lactodyne toothpaste does not contain the habit-forming addiction carcinogen drug nicotine. Lactodyne toothpaste with activated charcoal absorbs plaque and other compounds that strain teeth. When lactodyne-activated charcoal is applied to teeth, it whitens them by binding rough materials on top of the teeth.
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